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Abstract 
Let :~ be a commutative ring with l, and let A be an m × n matrix over .8 with de- 
terminantal rank r >~ 1. If 1 is in ideal of ,8 generated by the r × r minors of A, then ev- 
ery inner inverse of A is in the image of a linear mapping .~(;!)x(,;') ---, .~ ..... that 
is specified in terms of the classical adjoints of the r × r submatrices of A. © 1998 
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
I. Introduction 
The inverse of  an invertible matrix A is equal to the scalar multiple l /det A of  
the classical adjoint of  A. In 1920, Moore  [2] extended this observation to rep- 
resent what is presently called the Moore Penrose inverse of  A as a l inear com- 
binat ion of  matrices obtained from the adjoints of  the r × r submatrices of  A. 
Is every inner inverse of  A so representable? This question has been consid- 
ered previously in several part icular settings. (See [1], p. 183 and [3], pp, 20-32.) 
An answer to the question is now provided in the more general setting of  
matrices over a commutat ive ring with 1. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let .8 be a commutat ive ring with 1, and let A be an m x n matrix over ~8 of  
determinantal  rank r /> 1. Let ~,-.m be the total ity of  lists z - (~(1) . . . . .  ~(r)) of  
integers with 1 ~< ~(1) < . . .  < e(r) ~<m. For  ~ ~ ~,.,, and [~ E ~,.,,, let A~/~ be the 
r × r submatr ix  of  A determined by the entries in rows u.(1) . . . .  ,~(r) and 
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columns fi(l ) , . . . ,  [1(r). Let [A~/~[ be the determinant of A ~/~, C.(A) = (IA ~/~l) be 
the rth compound matrix of A, and J,.(A) be the ideal of  :~ generated by the 
elements ]A~/~ I of C,.(A). Since r 7> 1,.S,.(A) is contained in the ideal .Jj (A) gen- 
erated by the entries of A. 
Next, for ~ C &.,,,, [~ E &.,,, let P~ be the r × m matrix with 1 in positions 
( l ,~(1) ) , . . . , ( r , :~(r ) )  and 0 elsewhere, and let QIs be the n × r matrix with 1 
in positions (fl(1), 1) . . . .  , ([J(r),r) and 0 elsewhere. Then A~/s = P, AQIj. Also, 
"q~"<~ is the n ×m matrix if ~.a"J~t~ is the classical adjoint matrix of A~/~,. then ~ls~t
with the elements of A<'<~ in the intersection of rows [J and columns .:~, and with 
the other entries zero. 
Finally, let 
A.: ~(',')×(7) ~ ...... B~AB ~ Z ~ /,q m,U~ . ---+ . , = u iT~t~Z/~ ~l~ t ) 
with B -- (b/¢~). (See [4], p. 87). The mapping A. is an .~-module morphism and 
is called the adjoint mapping of A. 
The objective of  this paper is to show that every inner inverse of A is in the 
image of A. provided that A is of rank r ~> 1 and that 1 ~ .,¢,.(A). 
3. The main results 
Throughout  this section it is understood that A is an m × n matrix of deter- 
minantal  rank r over a commutat ive ring :# with 1. A is said to be regular if 
there is an n x m matrix G over .# such that AGA = A; in this case, G is said 
to be an inner inverse of A; if in addition GAG G, then G is said to be a re- 
flexive inner inverse of A. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 1¢ Jr(A) with r >~ 1, Then A is regular: in particuhm A 
possesses a reflexive inner inverse. Furthermore, eveo~ reflexive inner inverse of A 
is in the image of the adjoint mapping of A. 
Proof. By hypothesis, let 
G &. ,,, [fc &..,, 
I f  B -- (b/~), then AAeA =- 1A A [4], Corol lary 2.1; that is, A is regular with 
inner inverse A~. Moreover  A~AAn is a reflexive inner inverse of A. 
Furthermore,  by [4], Lemma 3.3, if G is a reflexive inner inverse of A, then 
G = Acr(~), which is in the image of the adjoint mapping of A. [] 
Let Im A° denote the image of the adjoint mapping of A. Under the condi- 
tions of Lemma 3.1, since every reflexive inner inverse of A is in Im A., then to 
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show that an inner inverse of A is in Im A., it is clearly sufficient o show that it 
is a linear combinat ion of reflexive inner inverses of A. 
Lemma 3.2. l f  G is a reflexive hmer #werse o f  A, then eve O, reflexive inner inverse 
o/" A is ~?/" the./brm 
G(X, Y) = G + ( I -  GA)XAG + GA Y(I -AG)+ (l - GA)XAY(I  -AG)  
jbr  some X, Y E :~ ..... . In particular, G(O, O) - G and 
(I GA)XAY(I  -AG)  = G(X, Y) - G(X, 0) - G(O, Y) + G(O.O). 
Proof. Let G be a reflexive inner inverse of A. If  0 is also a reflexive inner 
inverse of A, then 0 - G(G, G) is of the required form. On the other hand, by 
direct calculation, every matrix of the form G(X, Y) is a reflexive inner inverse 
of A. The final statement of the 1emma also follows by direct calculation. [] 
Next, let J~(A) be the ideal of  ~ generated by the entries ofA = (a~/). Also, 
let j (A )  be the totality of finite sums of matrices XA Y with X, Y E .'-~ ...... . 
Lemma 3.3. ~j (A) = :#"*"' i./f..¢, (A) = .#. 
Proof. Suppose if(A) = .~ ...... . in particular, the n x m matrix Ell with 1 in 
position (1,1) and zeros elsewhere is in j (A ) .  Specifically, let ELI 
= }-~-,c'/X,A Y~ for some index set 5/, with X, = VV)i / .  k k. 7 ) c 
Then 
I = (E , , ) , ,  = ~(X~AY~) , ,  
rz 
and .-¢1 (A) = ,#. 
Conversely, suppose that ~-¢1 (A) = .#. Then 1 C .,¢~ (A) and 1 = ~i./c,:~a,:/for 
some c, /~ .#. Let Eij be the n x m matrix with 1 in position (i, j) and zeros else- 
where. Then 
\ ~./ / 
That  is, E m ~ ~,¢(A). Since every matr ix  in .# . . . . . .  is a l inear combinat ion of  the 
matrices Epq over .~, then .~ ...... = J (A ) .  [] 
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Finally, let 
,~ ~(A) = {H]H E ,~ ...... , AHA E .~A}. 
,#~(A) is an .~-submodule of ,~ ...... The main result of this paper is to show, 
under appropriate conditions, that the image of A° is this submodule. 
Theorem 3.1. I rA E :~ ...... is o['determinantal rank r >~ 1 and 1E ,Jr(A), then Im 
A° = ,£'#(A). 
Proof. If A8 E Im A o, then by [4], Corollary 2.1, 
AAsA = (tr BCr(A))A 
and ABE ~(A) .  
On the other hand, let H C ,~" ~(A) with AlIA = sA,s E .~. Since r ~> 1 and 
1 E J~(A), by Lemma 3.1 there exists a reflexive inner inverse G of A. Also, 
since 1 c J,.(A) C_ J I (A ) , J I (A )  = ¢~. By Lemma 3.3, let 
H - HAH = ZX~AY~.  
Now, a simple verification shows that H equals 
GAHAG + (I - GA)HAG + GAH(I  - AG) + (I - GA)H(I  - AG), 
which in turn equals 
sG-  G+ [G + (I - GA)HAG + GAH(I  AG) 
+(1 -GA)HAH( I -AG) ]+( I -GA) (~X~AY~)( I -AG) .  
Therefore, by Lemma 3.2, H is equal to 
(s - 1)G + G(H, H) + ~(G(X~,  ro) - G(X~, 0) - C(0, Yo) + C(0, 0)), 
~7 
which is a linear combination of reflexive inner inverses ofA. Consequently, by 
Lemma 3.1, H E Im A.. [] 
The representation of H in Im A. is in general not unique. Not only are 
51~,X~, and Y~ not uniquely specified, but there is more than one form of such 
a representation. This observation together with other immediate consequences 
of Theorem 3.1 are given in the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.1. Let the conditions be as in Theorem 3.1. Let G be a reflexive inner 
inverse of  A and let 
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H =As  E ,~(A)  = ImA.,  s = trBC,.(A). 
(i) I f  H -AHA = ~c(rX~AY~, then 
H = (s - 1 )G+ G(H,H)  +~-~(G(X, ,  Y,) - G(X,,O) - G(O, Y,) + G(O,O)). 
a E ,'l' 
(ii) I f  H = ~c.~X~AY~, then 
n = (s - 2)G + G(H, 0) + G(0, H) 
+ Z(G(X~,  Y¢) - G(X:, O) - G(O, Y:) + G(O, 0)). 
T~.7 
(iii) Every inner inverse of  A is in ImA..  
(iv) H is an inner inverse of  A (~J's = 1. 
Proof. 
(i) This result is a part of the proof  of Theorem 3.1. 
(ii) This statement may be verified by direct calculation. 
(iii) If K is an inner inverse of A, then AKA =A = 1A and 
K E ,~ ~(A) = Im A.. 
(iv) I f  s = 1, then H is clearly an inner inverse of A. Conversely, if H is an 
inner inverse of  A, then sA =A;  since 1 E J r (A) ,  then 1 E .,¢1(A), 
l--Zci,o, , and [] 
i,j i,i i,/ 
I f  1 is not an element of  J r (A) ,  then A need not be regular. However, ifA is 
regular, then the preceding results may be extended by use of the Rao idempo- 
tents of A [4], p. 85. 
Theorem 3.2. Let A E .~m~n have Rao index t, idempotents (el . . . . .  et), and ranks 
(rl . . . . .  rt). Then A is regular (if'etA = O. In that case, 
,#~(A) = Im(e,A).  + . . .  + Im(et ,A). + e,.~ ...... 
and the set o f  inner inverses o/" A is the ,vet o f  sums of  the Jbrm 
(e~A)8 ' + ...  + (e, IA)B ' , + etM, 
where M E :~ ...... and Bi is ,, rJ 
Proof. Since the ei's are  pairwise orthogonal idempotents which sum to 1, ;# is 
the direct sum of the ideals ei.~; in particular, e~.~ is a commutat ive ring with 
identity ei and A = etA + ...  + etA. Also, by direct calculation, 
,~'~(A) = ~,,,~¢(e,A) + . . .  + .;~9<~,,,~(etA). 
By [4], Theorem 2, A is regular iff eta -- O. Suppose that this is the case. Then 
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= (e J )  . . . . .  = .. . . . .  
Also,  if 1 ~<j < t, since ri >~ 1 and e i is the ident i ty e lement  o f  J,i i(ei A) [4], The-  
o rem 1, then by Theorem 3.1 above,  :Y{,,j,,(eiA ) = Im (e /A) .  Consequent ly ,  
~Y¢ ~(A) - Im(elA)o +. - -+  Ira(e, LA)° + e~.~ ...... . 
By the above  Coro l la ry  3.1, the inner inverses of  A are o f  the form 
(e,A), ,  + . . .  + (e, ,A),, , + etM, 
(,,) (,,) where M E :~ ...... and B i is ,:, x ,:, with ei = trBiC,./(eiA). [] 
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